THE 1ST 50 QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN
THESE DOCUMENTS OF THIS FREE
REPOSITORY

TO THIS DAY (08-21-2020, Jesus'
Birthday Was 12 Noon 7 BC, 2027 Years
Ago), THE ANSWERS TO THESE AND MANY
MORE QUESTIONS HAVE REMAINED A
SECRET!

The 1st 50 Q of a myriad your clergy wo/man cannot
answer, guaranteed. Are your 'shepherds' lying to
you (falsity equals lies)?
1
If Jesus were to ask you, “do you understand the hidden 4layer meaning of my words through which you can become
a male quickening spirit and inherit the earth?”, would you
be able to agree, answer with a yes, and hold a very short
10-minute conversation with Him?
2
Why is the term “justice” absent from the New Testament?
3
What do “earth” and “heaven” symbolize?
4
Why is Yom Kippur NOT the ‘highest’ holiday, and which
holiday is it instead?
5
Which book of the bible contains the complete symbolism
for the events of the end-time?
6
What is the ultimate outcome of God’s plot?
7
Who or what is God?

8
Why do people die?
9
How must eternal life be attained?
10
What is the point for your existence on earth?
11
What does, “woman, what have I to do with thee, my hour
is not yet come,” actually mean?
12
Why is politics the surest down slide into hell fire?
13
What are the 8 lies that make dying easier?
14
What is the purpose of the visible universe?
15
What is the definition of the church Jesus Himself is
building (Matthew 16:18)?
16
What is the “surface” of a ball-shaped body of any size?

17
Why are earth’s ‘time zones’ an absurdity, if the earth were
a ‘globe’?
18
Who can open the book of seven seals?
19
How did the term “human” come about?
20
What rules the universe?
21
What drives the universe?
22
What steers the universe?
23
To what worldly scenario is the earth to be likened?
24
What is the only “ism” of the bible, and what does its term
stand for?
25
What really is “God’s work”?

26
Why can there be no sequential ‘time’ ‘lines’?
27
Why can there be no ‘past’ or ‘future’?
28
What do the terms “male” and “female” stand for?
29
Why did the “original sin” have to be introduced?
30
What does the term “hell” mean?
31
Why can Cain not possibly be a murderer?
32
Why can the woman of Revelation 12 not be ‘the church’?
33
What is the obviously false premise upon which ‘evolution’
theory builds its entire ‘science’?
34
What is the meaningful and telling error in Matthew 1:1
that had to be discovered by this present generation?

35
What do meteor craters on earth prove?
36
Who are the children of Don Quixote?
37
What is the meaning of ‘evil eye’ in the Old Testament?
38
What does baldness indicate?
39
Why must creation be finished and only generation be
possible now?
40
Why can Jesus go through walls and walk on water?
41
Why is the statement, “strength, or safety in numbers,”
false and its meaning inconsequential?
42
What is the first death man is appointed to dying?
43
What exactly does the fig tree symbolize?

44
Who are the isles of Isaiah?
45
Who is the hidden anti_christ of the New Testament (“anti”
here stands for “imitation” as in “antipasto”), and why?
46
What do the names Joshua, Jesse and Jesus have in
common?
47
What does Simon Peter initiate with his 3 denials of Jesus,
the perfect idea for MAN?
48
What is the meaning of Jesus’ “flesh” and His “blood”?
49
What is God’s strictly enforced copyright?
50
Fill in the blank: First Adam names the animals and woman
names the _________.

